Life Long Ago Field Trips

Students explore a chosen subject through interactive tours of galleries (and reconstructed barn, when appropriate) and a craft-making activity.

**Topic:** Early Immigration; Colonial Life; Life on the Farm; Textile Arts; Conestoga Wagon; Fraktur

**Cost:** $3/child

**Length:** one class period

**Maximum group size:** 30 students

**Adult/Child Ratio:** 1:10

**Location; address for bus:** 105 Seminary Street

**Grade Level/Ages:** 1-8

**Accommodations?** handicap accessible

**Other information:** The various topics correlate with History and/or Art standards

Schwenkfelder Library & Heritage Center

The Schwenkfelder Library and Heritage Center is a historically rich and engaging museum with themes of religious freedom, tolerance, migration, and heritage through the stories of the Schwenkfelders and the Pennsylvania Germans of the Perkiomen region. Young people will be captivated by learning about the evolution of farm life in Pennsylvania. We offer full in-person field trips, field-ins at your school in your classroom or a virtual experience for you and your students. We also offer extensions for learning for all subject areas including reading, writing, social studies, agriculture, art, and music by collaborating with our museum educator.

**Contact:** Rachel Yoder
**Phone:** 215-679-3013
**Email:** rydoer@schwenkfelder.org

**Website:** www.schwenkfelder.org

**Address:** 105 Seminary Street
Pennsburg PA 18073